December, 2014

It’s cold and snowy but it’s a lot of fun doing indoor flying
with the people from our club. The Ember I bought is a lot of
fun to fly inside the gym at Frankfort Elementary. As usual, a
lot of the fun is seeing my friends and gabbing about airplanes
or what ever!
If you haven’t gone to dinner with the group you need to get
up and out and have a nice evening with the members and wives. It’s just once a
month but a great time to see our friends. Last month Fred and Judy Stafford introduced a group of us to Papa J’s Pizzeria and Diner in Honor and this month Todd
and Linda Mochmar have planned for dinner at Geno’s in Thompsonville. Not
only fun with friends, but a change to try a new place, and a reason to venture out in
the cold. Watch your email for announcement of when and where—and then mark
your calendar to join us!
Last month when I talked about the help we had with our Air Show I neglected to
mention someone who did quite a bit to make our show a success. Kim Couturier,
from TRAMPS, went on the radio four times to support the event, and arranged even
more publicity by getting 15 spots on FOX radio for us. I would like to give a big
thank you to Kim and TRAMPS for their help with the Air Show and the Wounded
Warrior Project contribution.
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And a Good Time Was
Had by All!
If you are missing the monthly
dinners—out you are missing a
GREAT time! This month the
Mochmar’s picked Geno’s in
Thompsonville and we had 11 in
attendance. Be sure to watch
your email for next month’s dinner—location to be selected by
the Peppers!

From Dave Jeris

Between my Apprentice and my T-28, I have had plenty of practice repairing foam planes. I
even managed to bring my Apprentice that crashed and burned (see July 2014 newsletter
http://benziearearc.com/newsletter2014/July_news.pdf) back to life. I thought I would share
a few tricks I discovered along the way.
First, for major structural repairs, I have had better results using epoxy rather than CA. The
foam surfaces usually don’t mate exactly at the break, and epoxy seems to do a better job filling the gaps than even gap-filling CA. The problem with epoxy, however, is that the joint
should be clamped while the epoxy sets, but foam and C-clamps do not get along. The usual
approach is to use tape, but I have had mixed results with tape.
If you have a break along the length of the fuselage, like a split seam, try using cable ties instead of tape. Their advantage is that you can always tighten them up another “click” or two,
which you can’t do with tape. You can loosen them by taking the knife point of small screw
driver and lifting the tab in the lock to slide them looser or completely apart.
(Ignore

the green handled screwdriver in the picture; that is from a field repair of another
problem entirely.)

I have found breaks along the cross-section of the
fuselage trickier. When a T-28 augers in, say when
(hypothetically, of course) the wings come off in
flight, it is common for the front of the fuselage, up
to the start of the cockpit opening, to break off.
Tape works even less well in this repair. I came up
with the following little trick:
Take a rubber band or two, depending on how much
pressure you want, and tie a piece of string at each
“end” of the rubber band. Find a bar or rod that can
take the pressure you want without bending (a pen would probably work, or even a stiff
prop).

Thread the first string through the nose, mate the fuselage sections (no glue yet) together, pull on the string to stretch the rubber band a bit, then wrap the string around a servo a few times and tie it off.

Remove the bar from the rubber band, separate the fuselage sections, being careful to
keep the second string threaded through the
nose.
Apply your epoxy, then mate the sections
again. Use the second string to pull the rubber bands back through the nose and reinsert the bar. Check the alignment of your joint
and adjust as necessary. If you want more pressure, wrap the first string around the servo another time or two.
I hope someone finds either of these tips useful. You’ll notice from the photos this is
not the first time this plane has been repaired. Some repairs came out better than others!

From December Modern Aviation, Page 77—congrats
Doug!

